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CASE STUDY: STARBUCKS COFFEE BY: KATHLEEN LEE GRC CASE STUDY: In they made strives socially as they
opened the Farmer Support .

Branding unlimited: Starbucks cups on sale at a store. In April , the first espresso bar was opened and it was a
successful too. Strategic Management PMS 1 1. The focus was more on building and engaging with the
community. The store was an immediate success, with sales exceeding expectations, partly because of interest
stirred by the favorable article in Seattle Times. Co-creation for co-creation sake has little meaning; it needs to
be tightly aligned to your business objectives. In , when the company was looking for ideas to re-engage with
its customers, Nelson suggested that he could begin a Twitter handle for the brand. Paying scale and fringe
benefit package allowed it to attract motivated people with above average skills and good work habits and also
to make the employee to be loyal with Starbucks. In , Howard Schultz, the vice president of U. He had served
as CEO from to and had presided over the companys public offering in  The store did not offer fresh brewed
coffee by the cup, but tasting samples were sometimes available. S6- ambiance was a foundation of the
starbucks brand and continues in its locations. Many of the company's products are seasonal or specific to the
locality of the store. Everything else related to ingredients and distribution remains completely untouched. An
environment where employees could think freely about the organisation and contribute in terms of strategies
and ideas was fostered. VIA, the new instant cofee line is straddling diferentiation and low cost- leadership.
Gross proit has shown a large increase which is very good in a mature company. According to Melissa Allison
in her article Starbucks has a new growth strategy â€” more revenue with lower costs, Starbucks has closed
stores and eliminated 34, jobs. Shown is Starbucks as a whole in the diferentiation strategy as they provide a
high quality cofee and unique experience in the convenience of a large volume of locations, which separates
them from their competition. Schultz asked Baldwin whether there was any way he could fit into Starbucks
and it took long time to decide his request. The crisis at Starbucks was as much the result of the economic
recession as due to the expansion of the store network in the previous years.


